Upgrade to video conferencing

If you already have a Konftel device with USB, there’s a shortcut to our super-convenient video solution. Simply add a camera and hub for a system that’s just as user-friendly and reliable as the complete packages.

With our unique One Cable Connection, a single cable is all you need to connect your laptop to the conference cam, speakerphone and screen.

KONFTEL WITH USB + CHOOSE A SUITABLE CAMERA + ADD THE HUB FOR EASY VIDEO CONFERENCEING

Build your solution on the next page.
1. CHOOSE CAMERA

Recommended for Konftel Ego and Konftel 55/55Wx

KONFTEL CAM20
The Konftel Cam20 is the conference camera that brings 4K Ultra HD video to huddle rooms and medium-sized meeting rooms. Coverage for all the participants, who are presented naturally in the pin-sharp image. 4K resolution makes the digital zoom deep and clear. Flexible clamp for quick installation. In short, the Konftel Cam20 is the ideal complement to your speakerphone – the perfect huddle room camera.

Recommended for Konftel 55Wx/300/300IPx/300Mx/300Wx

KONFTEL CAM50
The Konftel Cam50 brings exceptional image quality to your video conferences at a fraction of the cost of other comparable conference cams with PTZ. The powerful optical zoom captures faces and details with amazing clarity, with a reach that extends even into large rooms. The Konftel Cam50 is the natural complement to your speakerphone or installed sound system.

2. ADD HUB

KONFTEL OCC HUB
The Konftel OCC Hub is the beating heart of Konftel’s solutions for video conferencing in every kind of meeting room. It supports Konftel One Cable Connection, so a single USB cable is all you need to connect the camera, the speakerphone and the room’s screen to the collaboration app on your laptop.

How it works
This is how the components fit together, with the Konftel OCC Hub making the solution a breeze to set up and use. Konftel OCC Hub is, as the name suggest, the hub of the video collaboration solution, offering One Cable Connection to the conference camera, speakerphone and screen.

In practice, this means that our packages fully support BYOC – Bring Your Own Computer, where the user can bring the collaboration service to the meeting room on any laptop with a USB port. It’s Plug & Play via the USB connection and requires no extra drivers as long as you have a modern version of Windows as the operating system* on your computer.

* The Konftel OCC Hub uses DisplayLink, the driver for which is already on your computer if you have Windows 10 (1607) Anniversary Update or later. Drivers for other operating systems can be found at konftel.com/occ